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Design on Master Scheme of South-North Expressway in Nanning⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Huang Xiaoqing(1)

Abstract：The article introduces the design on the master scheme of the South-North Expressway in

Nanning．The master scheme makes clear the functional position and the service object of the South-North

Expressway in the planned road network of Nanning city．The article demonstrates the main technical

standard and construction scale，puts forward the master layout scheme of the whole line，and focuses

discussion on the paving form of expressway,setting up of interchange node and ramp，and spanning node

scheme of Yongjiang River,which can be referred for the similar projects．

Keywords：South—-North Expressway in Nanning,master design,expressway form,design of grade separation,

setting up of ramp

Master Design of Kunming South Connection Line Expressway Project⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Song Qiao(6)
Abstract：The article briefly introduces the master design of Tianjin Binhai New Area Qingfang Avenue

Project,and sums up the key technical issues of this project in detail．The relative experience call be referred

for the similar projects．

Keywords：widening reconstruction project,master design,treatment of key technical issues，different

settlement of new and old roadbeds，foam light soil Tianjin Binhai New Area

Study on Application of Bus Rapid Transit∞ST)System in Liuzhou⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Wu Lixin(11)
Abstract：As the representative of BRT．the new mass transit system has a great role in solving the urb粕

traffic problem,and iS especially suitable for the national conditions of China．It iS necessary and timely to

construct the middle and mass，rapid and new transit system in Liuzhou under the condition of not yet being

reached on time of metro system because of high construction cosL Aiming at the BRT system in Liuzhou

under construction,the article discusses the construction BRT system in the medium sized cities according to

the practical situation of Liuzhou，which can be referred for the similar cities．

Keywords：bus rapid transit,BRT，intelligent trafiqc，Liuzhou

Comparison and Analysis on Function and Standard of Express Highway and Expressway⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Li Jun(15)

Abstract：Owing to no study of the key technical standard for the function conversion of express highway to

expressway in China,there give many difficulties in some express highway reconstruction into expressway

projects，which leads to the waste of engineering resources．Aiming at dealing wim the situation，the article

firstly introduces the function evolution of express highway to expressway in the process of urban space

development,and then analyzes and compares the differences of functions and standards of the express

highway and expressway in six aspects of land use，trail％capacity，service level，CroSS section type，horizontal

and longitudinal linear designs，and grade separation．

Keywords：express highway,expressway，urban space，function and standard，comparison

Proposal for Improving Analysis of Energy Conservation in Feasibility Study of Municipal Road
m Li Wendong(18)

Abstract：The article introduces the significance of energy conservation analysis in the engineering feasibility
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study of municipal road,and points out the defects of model system in the foreign energy conservation evalu-·

ation and analysis．’11lis kind of model takes the vehicle speed as the parameter only．and does not consider

the different traffic characters of municipal road from expressway．ne article proposes to correct the analysis
of fuel conservation in the feasibility study of municipal road，add the analysis of electric power conservation,

and perfect the analysis of energy conservation in the engineering feasibility study stage of municipal road

project．

Keywords：municipal road，oil consumption，electric consumption,analysis of energy conservation,model

correction

Design on Collinear Section of Expressway and Water Supply Pipeline⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Li Chao(21)

Abstract：The article compares．selects and calculates the design scheme of the coUinear section of the tI彻一
sit expressway and the water supply pipeline in the east of Shenzhen City in detail,which can be referred for

the design of expressways in the complicated road sections．

Keywords：expressway,water supply pipeline，campshed supporting,concrete diaphragm wall,anchor rod

Layout Design of蚴c Facilities Supported for Tourism Resort⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Ma Haifeng(26)

Abstract：The traffic facilities supported for tourism resort is significant as tIle important infrastructure in

the development and construction of tourist area．Taking the traffic project supported for the Happy Valley

Water Sports Center of Shanghai Sheshan National Tourism Resort as an example．the article discusses the

contents and requirements of the traffic design for the tourism resort,and focuses discussion on the layout de·-

sign of traitlc facilities supported for tlle tourism resort．

Keywords：tourism resort,extemal tragic，traffic forecast,layout of traffic facilities，design of traffic organi-

zation．engineering case

“Beautiful Traffic Landscape Line”一Construction of Road Landscape in Changxing Island of Dalian City⋯⋯

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Shao Yimin(29)

Abstract：The article introduces the planning and design of Dalian Changxing Island Road Landscape Pro-

ject,shows how to combine the urban characteristics and planning layout,and uses the diversified landscape

design skffis to construct the road landscape of industrial symbiosis with nature．industry and landscape dia—

logne，and docking technology and culture，and to make the urban area road scene with the unique feature of

the scenery on the way．

Keywords：urban road,road landscape,planning,design

Urbanization Reconstruction ofHighway⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Sha Liang(33)

Abstract：According to the relative engineering eases,the article discusses the plane alignment,longitudinal
section and CroSS section of road in the highway urbanization reconstruction，the utilization and reconstruction

of bridges along the line,roadbed，intersections，municipal pipelines，road greening landscape，and the issues

for attention in the utilization of energy equipment,which can be referred for the similar projects．

Keywords：highway,urbanization reconstruction，issues for attention，discussion

Elementary Analysis on Difficulty in Widening Design of Expressway⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Xu Mei，Zheng Jie(35)
Abstract：The article analyzes the difficulties in widening reconstruction design of expressway according to

Shanghai-Nanjing Expressway Widening Reconstruction Project,which can be referred for the similar pro—

jects．

Keywords：widening reconstruction,expressway，treatment of new and old roadbeds，soft soil subgrade

Rheological Analysis of Collapsible Loess Foundation by Different Treatment Measures⋯Dong Xiaoliang(39)
Abstract：The article anabrzes the settlement deformation values in the different parts of foundation and

embankment by the different treatment methods(compaction pile，DDC pipe and dynamic compaction)and
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various loading actions，and the relationships with the time．The article calculates the settlement after

construction，sums up the change rule of settlement after the construction of roadbed under various

construction conditions。and analyzes the setflement constitution and me settlement position after the

construction of roadbed in order to provide the test basis for the optimization design，to forecast the settlement

deformation with the time change and to validate the design reliability of collapsible loess foundation

treatment measures．

Keywords：collapsible loess，foundation，settlement,rheological

Discussion on Design of Elevated Cross Section of Ningbo South Ring Road Expressway⋯⋯⋯⋯Xu Xin(42)

Abstract：By analyzing the characteristics of urban elevated expressway and highway,considering the driving

safety and traffic capacity and combining with the current traffic composition of Ningbo South Ring Road，this

article finalizes the reasonable elevated section width of Ningbo South Ring Road Expressway．

Keywords：urban expressway，elevated cross section，lane width

Selection ofPavement Structure ofEcological Water Resource Engineering························Han Haichao(44、l

Abstract：Taking Yancheng Urban Drinking Water Resource Ecological Purification Project as an example，

the article introduces the design scheme of color cement concrete pavement．Yancheng Urban Drinking Water

Resource Ecological Purification Project is the largest raw water ecological purification project in China now．

Since 2008，the prOject has gone through the designs of every stage，and at present has been basically

completed．The overall effect after its completion has achieved the initial conception of design．Its function

has the ecological purification and the better landscape effect．In the field，about 1 0-km road effectively links

up each area into the organic whole，which is the important combined part of the project．The environmental

protection of pavement structure is strictly required and the compatible coordination of landscape is put

forward in the road design．After the comparison and analysis，the design scheme of the high-grade asphalt

pavement used for the external ring road and the color cement concrete pavement used for the inner area is

proposed．

Keywords：water resources，pavement structure，color concrete，Yancheng City

Analysis on Structure Design ofGeogrid Reinforced Asphalt Pavement························Zhao Yanhong(46、
Abstract：The geogrid is one of the most common reinforcement materials for pavement．The glass fiber

geogrid is placed into the surface layer of asphalt pavement．The simulation method of composite material is

used to determine the design model and parameters of the geogrid reinforced asphalt pavement structure

layer．According to the design program and control index stipulated in c0如如r Design of Highway Asphalt

Pavement，the geogrid reinforced asphalt pavement structure is analyzed by the layered elastic system theory．

Based on the comparison of the structure designs of the geogrid reinforced asphalt pavement and the general

asphalt pavement,the result shows that the use of geogrid can effectively increase the elastic modulus of

asphalt surface．Under the condition of the design standard to be same，the use of geogrid can effectively

reduce the thickness of asphalt surface．

Keywords：geogrid，asphalt pavement,structure design，thinning effect of thickness

Study on,Application of Sandstone in Laos Luang Prabang Airport Pavement Foundation Works······-···········
⋯·i o．．．．⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯II．．．．．O U⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯··Chen Dingzhong(49)

Abstract：The airport pavement foundation is the sandstone foundation used by the local material．The article

introduces the studying test of the strength，crushing value，stabilization，durability ete．of the broken

sandstone．The studying test has the good quality and economical effects．

Keywords：airport pavement foundation，sandstone application,durabihty

Popularization and Application of Bridge Culvert Structure Reinforced Bar Processing Manufactory and Mechaniza-

tion in Expressway Construction⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Lin Hongren(52)

Abstract：In the modern traffic engineering construction，the reinforced bar is a special building material

试th the extremely important action．However,the reinforced bar used for the construction in China is pro—
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cessed mainly by the labor power for a long time．This mode has the disadvantages of scattering,confusion，

large error and high manpower demand，and seriously restricts the industrializing development speed of pro—

ject construction in China．According to the practical conditions of bridge culvert structure reinforced bar

processing manufactory and mechanization of Zhaohua Expressway Contract I，the article introduces the ap-

plication of expressway bridge culvert structure reinforced bar processing manufactory and mechanization．

The contents can be referred for the similar projects．

Keywords：expressway，bridge culvert structure,reinforced bar,manufactory,mechanization，popularization

and application

BRIDGES＆STRUCTURES

Construction of Urban Bridge in Hungary⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯MU Xiangchun(55)

Abstract：The article systematically introduces the investigation，enlightenment and proposal of urban

bridge construction in Budapest，Sz 6 kesfeh 6 nr a r and etc．of Hungary，which can be refereed for the

similar project in order to promote the health development of urban bridge construction in China．

Keywords：investigation，Hungary,urban bridge，bridge construction，enlightenment

Master Design Characteristics and Technical Innovation of Shanghai-Hangzhou Expressway Bridge Reconstruction

Project·····D@D．．．．D r@@D O·I O@OD·@IO．．．．QI·····························································TangYuefei(61、

Abstract：Dazhenggang Bridge in Shanghai-Hangzhou Expressway overpasses the new and old Shang-

hai-Kunming Railway,Hangzhou——Shanghai Line(Shanghai Section)Class III Channel and underpasses S32

Expressway from south to north．The article sets forth the technologies of this project jacking the long—cou—

piing large-roadway bridge,hoisting and heightening the old bridge，widening the old bridge，and long-span

continuous steel-concrete composite box beam bridge．In which，the longest jacking coupling of the old

bridge is 188 rrb the maximum jacking height is 4．461玛the maximum height of old bridge heightening is

about 7．4 m，the maximum height of the reconstructed upright column is 1 8．4 m，and the widening at the out--

er side of the old bridge is 2．5～6．5 m．It is hard to connect the new structure with the old structure．The 2×

75m equal-height single-cell long-cantilever continuous steel-concrete composite box beam is used to over-

pass Dazhenggang Channel．The old expressway bridge is beneficially attempted in this pmjeet,which can be

referred for the similar projects．

Keywords：Shanghai—Hangzhou Expressway，reconstruction of old bridge，master design,composite box

beam,bridge jacking,bridge widening,bridge design

Design ofShenan Yellow River Bridge in Lanzhou⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯·．．．．1 O⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯··Fan Zuoyin(66)
Abstract：The article introduces the design of Shenan Yellow River Bridge in Lanzhou．This bridge is an in-

terchange project．Its main bridge is a through butterfly steel box arch composite beam bridge．It is firstly

used in single-span arch bridge．This structure is the innovation in bridge design,and its experience can be

referred for the designers of the bridges．

Keywords：Lanzhou，Shenan Yellow River Bridge，design，through，butterfly，steel box arch，composite beam,

V—shaped pier

Structural System of Long-span Half-through Arch Bridge⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Feng Xixun，Xu Liping,Zhang Cong(69)

Abstract：The structural system of long-span half-through arch bridge comes down to five structural systems

of the thrust single-arch system,the self balancing multi-arch system,the self-balancing rigid frame mul-

ti—arch system,the rigid frame and through arch composite system and the beam support system．The article

analyzes the laws of stress and force transmission of these five structural systems，and sums up the master in-

stalling parameters and structure shapes of every system．

Keywords：long span，half-through arch bridge，structural system
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Analysis of Stability Calculation Method and Influence Factors on Main eylon of SenaIlchored Suspension Bridge

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Song Kai(73)
Abstract：The mechanics characteristic of self-anchored suspension bridge is quite di氍rem fmm tlle nadi—

tional earth anchored suspension bridge．The article analyzes the stability calculation principle．aIld bv the

case of Xining City Haihu New Area Wenhui Road Bridge Crossing Huangshui River’introduces the stability
calculation of the main pylon in the master model of the whole bridge，and considers tlle influence of tlle other

members of the whole bridge on the rigidity of the main pylon．Separately aiming at the different boundanr

conditions，the stability critical force of the main pylon is calculated．The result shows that the longitudinal
restraint of the main girder greatly influences the stability calculation of the main pylon of the senanchored
suspension bridge．When the longitudinal restraint is set up between the pylon and the girder'the stabilit、r

critical force of the main pylon is improved more than the longitudinal sliding system．The n删on restraint

between the pylon and the girder influences the stability of the main pylon a litde．

Keywords：self-anchored suspension bridge，main pylon，stability calculation，bridge desiP丑

Analysl‘s on Stress in Main Cable Anchorage Zone。fC。ncrete Self-anch。red Suspensi。n Bridge⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Wen Qingliang,Liao Dongyang(76、
Abstract：The main beam of c。ncrete seIf-anch。red suspension bridge is commonly the pI．e—sn．essed con—

crete 8tructure-Under the combined action of the strong cable force，pre—stressing and supposing counter

force，the sIress status。f the main cable anch。rage z。ne is vcry c。mplicated．Aiming at the stress status of the

main cable anchorage zone t。be studied，it is significant to optimize the detail structure of anchorage zone

and the layout of pre—stressed steel beam．Taking Zhangjiagang Zhenshan Bridge as an ex锄ple，the
analyzes the space stress of the main cable anchorage zone by the finite element met}10d，and sums

stress characteristics of the main cable anchorage zone of this bridge．

Keywords：self-anchored suspension bridge，anchorage zone，partial stress，analysis and calculation

article

up the

Analysis on Seismic Performance of(65+100+65)m Steel—Concrete Composite Continuous Be砌Substmcture
⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯’?⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯·Lei Yanni(78)

Abstract：Taking the(65+100+65)m steel —
concrete composite continuous be锄bridge spanning the

Naning
—

Kunming Railway in Kunming South Connection Line Expressway Project as the background，the

response spectrum and the dynamic time—history analysis method are used to CalTy out the earthquake re—

sponse analysis of the bridge．Aiming at the non-linear character of lead rubber support,the strucnl聪Il re—

sponse analysis is carried out separately by the response spectrum under t|le E 1 earthquake action and the

time—history analysis method under the E2 earthquake action．The calculation of the M—Phi curves of each

pier stud section can decide the operative mode of each pier stud all being within the elastic operative ramge

under the E2 earthquake action and can achieve the objective to set up the ped’0maIlce of seislllic isolation

device．The large bridge structural analysis software MIDAS is used for the finite element analvsl‘s．

Keywords：steel—concrete composite continuous beam,seismic analysis of substructuf．e．seismic

seismic isolation device，lead rubber support,seismic ductility,capacity protection

design of

Caleulation and Comparison of Earthquake Resistance of Lead Rubber SuPP。rt and Laminated Rubber Support

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Kang Xiaohang(84)
Abstract：The lead rubber support is used able to obviously prolong the natural vibration period of structure

rubber supp。rt can als。satisfy the earthquake resl。stance requirements if the bridge pier is higher and the

ri矛d畸of bridge substructure is not larger．The reasonable selection of the lead rubber support or tIle l砌i—
nated rubber support can be based on the practical engineering demands in the design work acc。rding to tlle

earthquake prevention requirement of bridge．

Keywords：lead rubber support,laminated rubber support,earthquake resistance
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Study on Key Design Parameters of Qinzhou Zicai Bridge⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Wan Peng,Ma Biao，Yuan Jianbing(86)
Abstract：Zicai Bridge is a super-long bridge crossing Qinjiang River in the cen仃al area of Qingzhou．The

main structure of Zicai Bridge is a pre——stressed concrete serf-anchored suspension bridge with three spans of

65 m+158 m+65 m．The total width of its main beam is 35．5 m．The article firstly introduces the structural

characteristics of this bridge．The key design parameters of its rise span ratio,main beam type,main pylon

modeling,cable crane and anchorage system are compared and studied by the preliminary calculation and al—

so referring the cases of the similar bridges at home and abroad in order to select the reasonable result for the

realization of the design intents．

Keywords：sen anchored suspension bridge．prestressed concrete beam,design parameters

Design and Calculation of Steel—Concrete Composite Curved Girder Bridge⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Liao Lianjiao(89)

Abstract：The article briefly introduces the bridge type and the section characteristics of 2-span 33-m

steel——concrete composite girder bridge．Aiming at no calculmion software specially used for analyzing the

steel—concrete composite curved girder bridge now,the article calculates and analyzes its structure according

to the straight girder bridge by the software—the bridge Dr．Program version 3．1．0，and checks the spatial

analysis by the 3D—BSA2006 curved slope skew bridge spatial analysis procedure，and contr够ts the reaction

forces of the inner and outer beatings．

Keywords：steel—concrete composite curved girder bridge，design，calculation

Structure Design and Calculation Analysis of a Landscape Footbridge⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Chen Hefeng(93)

Abstract：This article introduces a cable—stayed footbridge with a main span of 72．3 m．It

adoptsI—shapedcomposite beam．According to the structural design，the stmic calculation and stability analysis

of this bridge,the rationality and security of this design scheme are validated．Also according to the study on

the comfort of pedestrians，the article analy’zes the dynamic characteristics of this bridge．The results can be

referred for tho design of the similar bridges．

Keywords：footbridge，structural design,vibration analysis

Design and Calculation of Simple Supposed Box Girder for Viaduct in Shenzhen Metro Line 1 1······Xie Dan(96)

Abstract：The article introduces the section design of 30-m pre-stressed concrete simple-supported box

girder for the viaduct in Shenzhen Metro Line 1 1，and focuses introduction on the longitudinal calculation and

analysis of the main beam for box girder,which can be referred for the similar projects．

Keywords：metro viaduc4 box girder,design，calculation

Master Design of Bridges around Didang Lake of Shaoxing City⋯⋯Hu Jiming,Chen Hang,Wang Zhijun(100)

Abstract：Taking five bridges around Didang Lake of Shaoxing City as the background the article introduces

the landscape，aesthetic design and structural design of bridges around the lake in order to combine the hu—

manistic spirit with the environment of Shaoxing City．The structural shapes of the bridges strive to be inno-

vative and to be into environmenL

Keywords：bridge modeling,landscape，master design

Landscape Design ofBeicheng Bridge⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯·⋯-·⋯Cao Hong,Liu Gangbo(104)

Abstract：In recent years，it is more and more required for the appearance of the urban landscape bridges

with the rapid development of traffic construction in China．A bridge is no longer the structural entity isolated

from the environment and culture．It will CalTy the mission embodying the regional culture,showing the city

style and reflecting the city characteristics．Combined with the practical experience of the landscape design

for Nantong Beicheng Bridge，the article discusses the design of the current urban landscape bridge．

Keywords：urban landscape bridge，landscape design，regional environmenL architectural style
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DesignofLandscape Passenger Footbridge in Lhasa⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Li Chao(106)

Abstract：The article focuses introduction on a design idea in the design characteristic and the technological

treatment of Lhas Landscape Passenger Footbridge．The footbridge can be challenged and innovated to certain

extent in the basis of the conventional design so as to achieve a certain aesthetic design．The article briefly

introduces the project background,construction difficulty,difficulty treatment and practical effect,and sums

up the design experience of this footbridge．The relative experience can be referred for the similar projects．

Keywords：footbridge，landscape，TMD shock absorption

Design and Construction of Double-arch Single-pylon Cable-stayed Bridge⋯⋯Yang Hugen,Li Xianchao(109)

Abstract：With the rapid development of urbanization construction in China,the design of urban bridge

more and more seeks the beauty．Guizhou Province Libo County Guantang Bridge is an 85m+85m dou—

ble-areh single-pylon cable-stayed bridge．Its structure is novel and its model is graceful．At present,there

is a little experience of this bridge able to be referred．The article sets forth the main aspects of structural de—

sign，structural calculation and construction scheme of this bridge．The relative technical parameters can be

referred for the similar projects． ·

Keywords：urban bridge，Guantang Bridge，double—arch single-pylon cable-stayed bridge，novel structure，

design，construction

StructuralDesignandConstruction ofAssembledTrestleBridgeforCrossing-seaBridge···-·······-···············

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Cai Tian,Wu Kaijun(1 13)

Abstract：Depending on the construction of the trestle bridge in the deep water zone at the south bank of

Quanzhou Bay Crossing-sea Bridge and taking the assembling construction as the construction concept,the

article describes the design optimization of the structural type of the trestle bridge,the use of prefabricated

steel reinforced concrete slab to replace the surface structure of trestle bridge，and introduces the construction

technology．The result shows that the optimized structure of trestle bridge can decrease the construction pm—

cesses，efficiently improve the construction efficiency and have the obvious economical benefiL This con—

struction technology decreases the water high-altitude construction time of workers in maximum and makes

the personal security of the workers be ensured，and at the same time the assembling construction can effi—

ciently decrease the construction difficulties and make the construction simplified and standardized．

Keywords：assembling,trestle bridge，structure design，construction technology

Advantages and Disadvantages of Assembled Pre-stressed Fish-belly Beam Inner Strut System·········--··········

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Liu Faqian,Lu Yongcheng(117)

Abstract：The assembled pre-stressed fish-belly beam inner strut system is a new supporting type of foun—-

dafion pit and is used more丘equenfly in recent years．The system is composed of steel assembled compo-

nents of fish-belly beam,diagonal brace，angle brace，triangle connecting peaces and circuit purlin．There—

fore，the steel structures can be completely reused after the braces disassembled．However,this advanced

technique hasn’t been known and mastered by the most engineers，who even more do not understand the

points for attention in its application process．In result,this process is limited in its application range．Be-

sides，some problems are ignored so as to cause the faults of the projeets．This new technology is a few used

because of a few study of it in China．By the engineering case of Nanjing South Station Ring Highway Sub-

way,the article analyzes the whole engineering construction process and sums up the advantages and disad-

vantages of this strut system in order to early out more discussion and study，which can be referred for the

design of the similar projects．

Keywords：fish-belly beam,strut,foundation pit,rigidity

Analysis on Influence ofBored PowerTunnelon Adjacent Bridge Pile Foundation·······-．．．．6 O··········

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Ji Yonghong,Feng Dongliang(119)
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Abstract：Aiming at the problems of a bored power tunnel crossing the adjacent bridge pile foundation,a

two-dimensional FEM model is built to analyze the influence rule of tunneling on the pile foundation of the

adjacent bridge under the conditions of the different tunnel depths and the central distances of tunnel and

pile foundation．The results show that the excavation will have the great effect on the pile foundation when the

center distance of tunnel and pile is less than a certain range．The locations of the maximum horizontal defer-

mation and the maximum bending moment of the pile will change而tll the depth variation of tunnel．While

the depth of tunnel is at the upper part of pile，the maximum horizontal deformation and the maximum bend-

ing moment of pile will be relatively larger．

Keywords：bored tunnel adjacent existing bridge pile，cross，depth of tunnel center distance of tunnel and

pile

DesignandCalculation of70-tSpanningMobileGantryCrane·······································DongBaifu(122)

Abstract：The main bridge of an expressway crossing-river bridge is the through continuous steel truss arch

structure．Its spans are arranged by f1 32+276+1 32)m．The total length of the main bridge is 540 IlL A 70-t

spanning mobile gantry crane is installed separately at two side spans of the main bridge in order to assemble

the steel beams of side span and to lift the steel beam members up to the bridge．On the basis of 2008 crane

design standard．the structural stress calculation and the stability analysis are carried out for 70-t mobile

gantry crane for lifting the steel truss beam of a high-speed railway by the limit state method．The article fo-

CUSeS introduction on the load value and load combination of gantry crane according to the standards，and the

method of modeling calculation and optimization design by midas civil．

Keywords：gantry crane,design calculation，structural stress,stability analysis

FLoOD CoNTROL＆DRAINAGE

Systemic Approach to Control Non—point Source(NPS)Pollution in Urban Watershed⋯⋯⋯⋯LV Yongpeng(126)
Abstract：On the basis of comprehensively analyzing the transport and control process of the pollutants in

watershed，the present situation of non—point source(NPS)pollution control and its limitations，the control

system and procedure of NPS pollution in the urban watered of China are proposed．In addition,the concept

of the effective green area is proposed to allow the runoff from the other lands．The comprehensive department

of the government is required to coordinate and solve the management of the effective green area to be added

according to the foreign experience．

Keywords：urban watershed,non-point source(NPS)pollution,watershed management,effective green area

Discussion on Design of Initial Rainwater Storage Tank in Urban Drainage System⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Jin Dunf 130)

Abstract：The initial rainwater storage tank is used to store initial rainwater and can avoid the initial rainwa-

ter directly discharged into fiver to cause the water pollution．With the emphasis on the ecological environ—

ment,the initial rainwater storage tank has been started to construct in many cities．According to the design
case of the initial rainwater storage tank of No．2 Rainwater Pumping Station in Zhengding New Area of Shiji-

azhuang City，the paper introduces the design gist of the initial rainwater storage tank in the urban drainage

system,which can be referred for perfecting the design method of the initial rainwater storage tank．

Keywords：initial rainwater storage tank，pumping station,design

Design on Application of Negative Pressure Collection System in Luzhi Village Sewage Collection Project······

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Zhong Mingming(133)
Abstract：The negative pressure collection system is a new technology for hard to collect the village domestic

sewage by the gravity mode．According to a demonstrating project of Punan Village in Luzhi County of

Wuzhong District in Suzhou，the article introduces the engineering design of negative pressure collection sys-

tern in order to provide the reference for the design of the similar projects．

Keywords：village sewage collection,negative pressure collection system,demonstrating project,Suzhou City
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Operation and Adjustment of Sludge Anaerobic Digestion Project of Shanghai Bailonggang Wastewater Treatment

Plant⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Wei Hajjuan(136)

Abstract：The article introduces the adjusting process of the Sludge Anaerobic Digestion Project of Shang-

hai Bailonggang Wastewater Treatment Plant,analyzes the adjustment process,and sums up the problems met

in the adjustment and the solving measures of the egg-shaped digestion tank in order to provide the reference

for the adjustment of the similar projects．

Keywords：wastewater treatment plant,sludge disposal，anaerobic digestion，operation and adjustment

Elementary Discussion on Design and Operation of Aeration Grit Chamber⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Yang Kun(140)

Abstract：The article introduces the technical characteristics and the main design parameters of aeration酣t

chamber,analyzes the problems often existing in the operation of aeration grit chamber in the sewage treat—-

ment industry and the measures taken to solve this kind of problems，and provides the source materials for

the design of aeration grit chamber in the future so as to guarantee the security and reliability of the engi—-

neering operation and achieve the expected treatment effect of the design．

Keywords：aeration嘶t chamber,operation management,surface scum,scum collection system,咖t lifting

system

Study on COD Rapid Test Ouality Control Method⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Chen Shuai(142)

Abstract：111e chemical Oxygen Demand (COD)is an important index of monitoring the water quality，and

can be taken as the index of balancing the relative content of the organic compounds in water．The rapid test

method is more and more noted in recent years because of t}le potassium dichromate standard method wit}l

the disadvantages of long analysis time and low efficiency．ne article studies the COD rapid digestion spec-

trophotometry．and introduces the establishment of laboratory inner quality control method to monitor the

whole process of test,which can effectively improve the accuracy of the analysis process．

Keywords：COD，rapid test,quality control method，accuracy

Study on Design ofPipeline Crossing Gravity Dam ofReservoir⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Mao Wei(145)

Abstract：This paper discusses the laying scheme of the intake pipeline crossing the gravity dam according

to the engineering cases，compares and selects the stress calculation formulas and theory of the jacking pipe，

analyzes the influence of jacking pipe construction on the built dams，and puts forward the seepage treatment

scheme of the dams after constructed．The contents can be referred for the similar projects．

Keywords：jacking pipe，crossing dam,analysis of pipe stress

Elementary Discussion on Flood Control Security Measures for Operation Period of Underground Engineering···

····························································································⋯·············Tang Hongliangrl49)

Abstract：The article analyzes the flood control security in the operation period of underground space

(self-waterproof；retaining and drainage capacities)from the angle of engineering measures and the flood con-

trol security in the operation period of underground engineering from the angle of non—engineering measures．

The security measures can be referred for the similar projects．

Keywords：underground engineering,operation period，flood control security，engineering measures，drainage

engineering measures

Combined Use of Interlocking Hydraulic Brick and Woven Bag Concrete in Urban Flood Control ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯YangTianxiang,Wang Jingjing(151)

Abstract：Rilong Mountain—Wenzi Channel Prevention Project of a river in Liaoning Province Dandong

City is an important work for the flood control of Dandong Citv．The interlocking hydraulic brick and woven

bag concrete revetment are used to solve the dual—．task of flood control and landscape owing to the lower

standard of flood control in this section and its location within the border of the Dandong Industrial Area．The
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woven bag concrete．prevention is used below the average tidal lever (4．01 n1)and the interlocking hydraulic

brick prevention is used above this lever．The article mainly introduces the material characteristics，construe—

tion conditions and development prospects of the interlocking hydrauhc brick and woven bag concrete．

Keywords：interlocking hydraulic brick，woven bag concrete，application，revetment

Elementary Analysis on Principle and Application of Several Cleaning Technologies of Water Supply Pipeline Net_

work⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Han Xiaoxi(153)

Abstract：Aiming at the secondary pollution of water quality within the water supply pipeline network，the

article sets forth the necessity of strengthening cleaning and security management of water supply pipeline

network，introduces the present situation of pipeline network cleaning technological development at home and

abroad，and focuses introduction on the principles and applications of four cleaning technologies of one-way

cleaning method，high-pressure jet-flow method，mechanical scraping pipe method and air water pulse

method in the physical cleaning process．

‘Keywords：water supply pipeline network，secondary pollution,developing ring,air water pulse

Design of Long-distance Sewage Pressure Pipeline for Huilian Garbage Power Plant in Wuxi City··················

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Zhang Kaishun,Jiang l anl锄．Cai Danxin(155)

Abstract：Aiming at the characteristcs of the long-disance sewage pressure pipeline system,the article intro-

duces the key contents of technological design，the selection of construction technology and the issues for at-

tention in the operation and maintenance of the long-distance embedded sewage pressure pipeline system for

Wuxi Huilian Garbage Power Plant,and puts forward the measures for enusring the safe operation from the

aspect of design．

Keywords：long-distance sewage pressure pipeline，design,pipe material，auxiliary structure

Introduction of City Construction in Three Countries of America⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Wu Liqun(157)

Abstract：The article introduces the experience of urban sewage treatment,urban sludge disposal,urban wa—

ter treatment engineering construction and city construction management in three countries of the United

States，Brazil and Peru，which Can be referred for the similar projects．

Keywords：urban sewage，sludge treatment,urban water treatment engineering construction,city construction

management,experience，the United States，Brazil,Peru

Elementary Discussion of Comprehensive Utilization System of Rainwater in Singapore ⋯⋯⋯Pan Lijnan(160)

Abstract：The Republic of Singapore is an island country located at the south end of the Malay Peninsula．It

is a country being short of freshwater resource because of its landform and climate．but is also a model city u—

tilizing the rainwater．In the long term,with the rapid development construction and the untempered Use,the

rainwater coHection utilization system must be brought into the urban planning,design and management in

anyone city．The article introduces the comprehensive utilization of rainwater in Singapore，which Can be re-

ferred for the similar projects．

Keywords：Singapore,rainwater collection，comprehensive utilizaiton

M睑NAGEMENT＆CONSTRUCITON

Discussion of Highway Construction and Its Environmental Protection⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Ye Hongfu(162)

Abstract：According to the practical engineering experience．the article analyzes the effect of highway con—

struction on the environment and the caused environmental problems，and discusses how to strengthen the

environmental protection in the highway construction in order to provide the reference for the similar projects．

Keywords：highway construction,building,environmental protection，discussion
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Detectionand Research on Construction Homogeneity ofAsphalt Pavement⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯‘j⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯·

··············································-·······························ZhengHnimei,ZhouGuoqiang．ChenJie(165)

Abstract：Good pavement construction quality is the premise of achieving the expected performance of as-

phalt mixture．Therefore，it is greatly significant to study the detection and control method of the construction

homogeneity of asphalt pavement．The article focuses setting forth on the control of construction segregation，

puts forward the use of laser texture tester to evaluate the condition of pavement surface segregation as the

main method for controlling the quality of asphalt pavement,and hereby evaluates the construction homo-

geneity of each representative road section．

Keywords：asphalt,asphalt mixture，segregation,laser texture tester

Discussion on Construction Control of Rubber Asphalt in Municipal Road Reconstruction Project⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯
⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯WU Guoyou，Tong Shujuan(168)

Abstract：Compared witll the ordinary asphalt concrete,the rubber asphalt concrete has the better advan-

tages of hish temperature stability，water stability，noise reduction and environmental protection．According to

four municipal road maintenance engineering cases，the article focuses setting forth on the technical indexes

of raw materials and the construction control of mixing,transport,paving and wiling of the rubber asphalt

mixture in order to provide the technical support for its application in the reconstruction of municipal roads．

Keywords：rubber asphalt,rubber asphalt mixture，rubber asphalt concrete，municipal road

Application of Lime-soil Compaction Pile in Beam Foundation Treatment of Passenger Railway Line in Collapsible

Loess Region⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Kang Yanfei(171)

Abstract：The passenger railway line from Zhengzhou to Xian is the first ballastless track passenger railway

line with 350 km time per hour buih in the collapsible loess region in China and also in the world．The col-

lapsible loss is the main and special engineering geological problem met in this line．How to treat the founda-

tion base well is related to the construction quality of the whole project．Based on this，the article mainly dis-

Cusses the印phcation of the lime-soil compaction pile in the roadbed foundation of collapsible loess region

by the practical cases．

Keywords：lime-soil compaction pile，collapsible loess，foundation treatment,reinforcing,bearing capacity

Impact Drill Breaking Barriers for Ensuring Construction Quality ofPile Foundation·····························-

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Ye Shenghong,Min Zhenhuan(175)

Abstract：The article sets forth the new working method of using the impact drill for breaking the barriers of

sewage pipelines at the pile foundation of the main line of Contract Section VII of Ningbe North Ring Ex-

pressway Project．The new working method is obviously more excellent than the traditional common construc—-

tion method in the safety,construction period and cost,and the quality of finished pile satisfies the design re-

quirements and standards．

Keywords：cast-in-site pile，barriers，breaking,impact drill

Discussion and Study of Present Construction Technology for Roadbed Pavement of Settled Section of Highway

Bridge⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Ma Lisha,Yi Ye(178)

Abstract：The article analyzes and studies the roadbed pavement construction technology of easily settled

soft soil roadbed section of highway bridge，and a series of structural design and roadbed construction

measures taken for guaranteeing the construction quality and greatly reducing the non-uniform settlement

probability of roadbed pavement in the settled section of highway bridge so as to avoid the bridgehead bump

at the settled section of highway bridge,to improve the using performance of highway and to ensure the life

security and property safety of drivers and passengers．

Keywords：highway bridge，settlement,roadbed pavement,structural design，construction technology

Key Construction Technology of Elevated Bridge Steel Box Beam in Qiushi Expressway by Hydraulic Pushing Shift-
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ing Method⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Wang Weiye(181)

Abstract：According to the hydraulic pushing shifting construction of steel box beam for the main line

spanning Genqiu Interchange in Hangzhou Qiushi Expressway Phase III Project and aiming at the character-

istics of this pmject,the article analyzes and studies the selection，special requirements and key technical

measures of the pushing shifting scheme．

Keywords：sewage pipeline，engineering protection,elevated bridge，function construction

Key Technology of Pushing Construction of Steel Box Beam for Luozhou Bridge⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Yang Canxuan(1 86)

Abstract：Luozhou Bridge is the longest-span self-anchored suspension bridge in China now．The pushing

method is used to construct the main beam of this bridge．By the engineering background of this bridge，the

article introduces the pushing construction technology of the steel box beam of the self-anchored suspension

bridge，which can be referred for the construction of the similar projects．

Keywords：self-anchored suspension bridge，steel box beam,pushing,guiding beam

Key Technology for Construction ofNingbo North Ring Integrated Elevated Composite Beam·-······················
⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯··O Q．．．．QI

U⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯一Ding Xiaowei，Jiang Xiaomeng，Ji Yun(189)

Abstract：Ningbo North Ring Expressway is the first integrated elevated expressway in Zhejiang Province．

The composite beam is the steel structure crossing the main intersections．Its construction is more highly re-

quired for the more conventional structures of traffic under the bridge,construction organization sequence,

hoisting safety and etc．Aiming at the characteristics of the composite beam of this project,the article corn-

pletely sets forth each key construction technology of the integrated elevated composite beam,which can be

referred for the similar projects．

Keywords：integrated elevated bridge，composite beam,construction,key technology

Control of Arch Rib Installation Precision of Fenghua尉ver Bridge⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Wu Bo,Sun Shichao(192)

Abstract：This paper discusses the control of installation precision of steel box arch rib and its guaranteeing
measures．Based on the practical field conditions，the installation precision of steel structure and the structure

security of its installation process are ensured by two modes of shore assembly and ship assembly under the

premise of reasonably arranging the construction procedure．

Keywords：steel box arch rib，hoisting,precision,control

Application of Assembled Steel Hanging Box in Construction of High-pile Base slab⋯Wu Kaijun,Cai Tian(195)

Abstract：Depending on the construction of the approach bridge in Quanzhou Bay Crossing-sea Bridge

South Bank Deepwater Zone，the article introduces the application of assembled steel hanging box in the

construction of hi【sh—pile base slab from two aspects of the design and construction of steel hanging box．The
cofferdam construction of steel hanging box has been widely applied in the construction of long-span deep-

water bridges because of its characteristics of the short construction period,small flow resistance,being con-

venient for shipping,not necessary to submerge to the riverbed,small construction diflicuhy and small con-

crete usage．

Keywords：crossing—sea bridge，assembled,steel hanging box,high-pile base slab，construction

Analysis on Key Technology for Closure of Pre-stressed Concrete Continuous Girder ·········Zhang Qiang(200、
Abstract：The closure of pre-stressed concrete continuous giIder by the form traveler cantilever construction

is a key working procedure in the construction．The different schemes will give the different results．Corn—

bined with the engineering cases，the article studies the key technology of closing the continuous girder by the

form traveler cantilever construction,and analyzes tlle displacement variation of continuous girder by the dif-

ferent closure modes and the different pre—stressing tensioning Sequences．Thus，some beneficial conclusions

can be referred for the engineering designs．

Keywords：pre-stressed concrete continuous girder,closure，system conversion
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Construction Control Technology of V-shaped Pier and No．0 Pier for Lema River Bridge⋯⋯⋯Zhang Xin(202)

Abstract：The article inmK]uces the construction control technology of a proiect．According to the construc—

tion characteristies of V—shaped pier and No．0 pier for Lema River Bridge．the construction control method is

studied and determined．This method is combined with the deformation monitoring of support outside of

V—shaped pier and the stress monitoring of key control section for V-shaped pier and No．0 sectional stl'llc-

ture．The engineering practice shows t}lat the measured result and the theoretical calculation result ale better

identical not only for the structural lineal status．but also the control section stress with the good construction

control effects，which can be referred for the construction control of the similar projects．

Keywords：V-shaped pier rind frame bridge，construction control,No．0 section，stress monitor

Discussion of Pre-stressing Technology in Cantilever Construction⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Yang Xinying(205)
Abstract：In the development of bridge construction,the cantilever construction method is often selected，

especially more used in the construction of the long-span bridge(generally in more than hundred-meter

span)．The cantilever construction is used in more than 70％of the practical projects．It can not only simplify

the complicated mechanical equipment and construction processes，but also give the obvious help to control

the construction cosL The pre-stressing technology is successfully transplanted from the building of houses to

the construction of bridges，which efficiently satisfies the development requirement of bridge consolidation．

The article sets forth the effective combination of the pre-stressing technology in the cantilever construction

in detail which can be referred for the similar projects．

Keywords：cantilever construction process，cantilever pouring process，pre-stressed concrete continuous

beam,pre—-stressed concrete bridge

Construction Technology of Cast-in-situ Box Beam Crossing Urban Road⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Sun Shichao，Wu Bo(207)

Abstract：This paper discusses the layout of cast-in-situ box beam support crossing urban road under the

complicated tramc condition．According to the practical investigation of the local traffic conditions，the opti-

mized layout type of support is reasonably arranged to solve the problems of construction and traffic organiza-

tion of the upper structure crossing the urban roads．

Keywords：crossing,urban road,cast—in—situ box beam,construction scheme

Fatigue Monitor and Evaluation of Steel Structure of Overlong-span Cable-stayed Bridge··-······He Jiang(209、

Abstract：Taking a cable-stayed bridge as the background and based on fatigue monitor result of steel box

girder,the article studies the fatigue performance of steel box girder for the overlong-span cable-stayed

bridge．The result shows that the top slab and U-fib web are easy appearing with the fatigue cracks under the

accumulative effect of vehicle,the stress range of every slab component of steel anchor box in cable girder

anchorage zone is smaller,and the web outside of box girder is possibly appearing with the fatigue crack un-

der the long-term traffic load．The bedplate，bedplate U rib and cable pylon steel anchor box can not be印一

pearitig with the fatigue loss because of smaller stress range value．

Keywords：cable-stayed bridge，steel box girder,fatigue，monitor

Discussion on Maintenance ofComb-plate Expansion Joints ofBridge························Map Weisheng(214、

Abstract：The article introduces the maintenance method and technology of comb-plate expansion jpints of

bridge，and combined with the more common maintenance methods and materials now,comprehensively

compares various advantages and disadvantages，and puts forward the more reasonable and efficient mainte-

nance proposals from the aspects of construction technology，cost and material so as to instruct the mainte—

nance of bridges．

Keywords：comb-plate expansion joinL self-locking nut,rapid concrete，efficacy wrench

Analysis on Security of Form Traveler to Construct Bridge⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Liu Yan(216)
Abstract：The form traveler construction technology is one of the most bridge construction methods nowa-
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days．The article analyzes the security of this method used to construct a hillside line bridge of Guozigou

Bridge in Xinjiang．The result shows that the most bridge piers satisfy the security requirement,the partial

pile foundation of high base slab is required to reinforce，and the bridge pier is required to carry out the hori-

zontal displacement monitor in the period of pouring the box beam．

Keywords：line bridge，form traveler,security analysis

Analysis on Piecemeal Assembly Construction Security of Concrete Jacket Box for Base Slab of Donghai Bridge

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Huang Xiangping,Mo Jingyi(219)

Abstract：The base slab of the high-pier bridge in the non-navigable spans of Donghai Bridge is constructed

by the concrete jacket box process．The shape of jacket box is the rectangle,has the larger head wave surface

than the circular jacket box and is unfavorably stressed．Its hoisting and transportation are all limited by the

construction conditions because of its larger volume．Its period of marine construction is also longer and is

greatly influenced by the weather．Aiming at the above unfavorable factors，the article puts forward the piece-

meal assembly scheme suitable for the rectangle jacket box from the angles of construction security，construc-

tion conditions，construction schedule，economical rationality and etc．，and analyzes the simulating construc-

tion process by the large-sized finite element analysis software，which provides the basis for the selection of

construction technological scheme and the optimization of construction flow．

Keywords：square jacket box,piecemeal assembly,construction of base slab，Donghai Bridge

Design and Computation of Temporary Consolidation for Cantilever Construction of Continuous Beam··-·········

⋯·⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯·⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯·Ding Dong(222、
Abstract：In order to ensure the stability and security of the pre-stressed concrete continuous box beam in

the course of cantilever construction．it is required to take the temporary consolidation measures for the beam

construction．The article introduces the design，computation and dismantlement schemes of temporary consol—

idation in detail by the cantilever construction case of an expressway ramp bridge overpassing a special p鹊一

senger ra【ilway line．

Keywords：cantilever construction，continuous beam,temporary consolidation，strength and stability

Study on Construction Technology of Roadbed Pavement at Settlement Section of Highway Bridge··················

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯·⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯·⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯·He Yangmin,Fu Chenghui(224、
Abstract：The article introduces the study on the construction technology of roadbed pavement at the easily

settled soft soil roadbed of highway bridge．The efficient control of every link in the construction of settled

section structure can guarantee the construction quality and gready reduce the occurrence probability of

non—unifonn settlement of roadbed pavement at tIle settled section of highway bridge so as to avoid the

bridgehead bump occurring at the settled section of highway bridge，improve the use performance of highway

and ensure the life and property security of drivers and passengers．ne study result can be referred for the

similar projects．

Keywords：highway bridge,settlement,roadbed pavement,construction technology

Study on Construction Monitor of Anchorage Foundation Pit and Rock—socketed Diaphragm WaⅡ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯
．I QI⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯一⋯Ding Yuping(227)

Abstract：The article introduces the construction monitor technology of anchorage foundation pit for a large

suspension bridge．In the construction of this projeet,the deformation development and the stress level of

rock-socketed diaphragm wall are controlled in real time during the excavation of foundation pit．Based on

the measured data,the article sums up the stress mechanism of the rock-socketed supporting structure and

puts forward the reasonable design proposals．

Keywords：rock-socketed diaphragm wall,construction，deformation，monitor

T-beam Prefabricating Technology and Control of Skewed Bridge and Curved Bridge by Post—-tensioning Process
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⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Chen Linxing(2291
Almtratet：At present,the steel reinforced concrete T-beam has been widely used in the highway construc-

tion．There are many advantages of this bridge，but the serious quality problems of hard to install T-beam"

web to be dislocated and hard to install expansion joints are often caused in the construction if not strength-

ened to control,especially for skewed bridge，sloped bridge and curved bridge，which will change the whole

stress system of bridge and directly affect the service life of vehicles and bridges．Aiming at the above quality

problems and according to the detail conditions of the former construction processes，the article briefly dis-

cusses the T—beam prefabricating technology，the main control process and the matters for attention in the

construction，which Call be referred for the similar projects

Keywords：skewed bridge，curved bridge，post-tensioning process，T-beam prefabrication,technology and

control

Test Method ofBridge Monolithic Beam and Attenfion Issues⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Li Jimin(233)

Abstract：’nlis paper introduces the test content of bridge monolithic beam,including the determination of

loading test efficiency．and the measurement and analysis of strain and deflection．r11le paper focuses discus-

sion on the elimination of the temperature influence during tIle collection of strain data．The neutral axis

height and the other issues must be accurately calculated in the strain tIleoretical analysis．

Keywords：strain,deftection,temperature，neutral axis

Elementary Discussion on Deck P删ement Fault Cause and Reinforcement Maintenance Countermeasures of HoHow

Plate Simple-supported Girder·······o Q．．．．．．o oI·····································Fan Xiuping,Liu Kanskang(235、
Abstract：The article discusses the deck pavement fault cause of hofiow plate simple-supported girder,its

reinforcement principle,its construction method and its engineefing印plication．The aim validates the rein-

forcing effect of deck pavement of hollow plate simple-supported girder by the theoretical calculation and the

measured data comparison．

Keywords：deck pavement,hollow plate girder,reinforcement,maintenance,to plant steel bar,steel fiber

Elementary Discussion on Bridgehead Bump of High—grade Highway Bridge⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Jia Zhizhong(238)
Abstract：The article points out that the difference of subgrade treatment mode of embankment and bridge

culvert foundation is the main reason to cause the bridgehead bump，and it is the key to control the human

factors of survey，design,construction and etc．in order to decrease these differences．

Keywords：highway,bridgehead bump,problem,preventive countermeasure，discussion

Elementary Discussion on Construction of Modern Municipal Road Water and Wastewater Pipeline Project’··’’。
·····⋯·．．．．．．．．．．．．．．⋯．．．．．．．．．⋯⋯．．．⋯⋯⋯．．．．．．．．．．．．⋯⋯⋯⋯．⋯．．⋯⋯··．．．．⋯．．．．．：···⋯．Bai Yubin(240、

Abstract：As the urban infrastructure construction,the municipal road water and wastewater pipeline project

is an importantly composed part,which plays the significant role for the urban environmental protection,

drainage and waste discharge．The construction environment of water and wastewater pipelines for the munic-

ipal roads is more complex．It is required to comprehensively consider the influence possibly caused by the

ground traffic in the construction of water and wastewater pipelines，and also to consider the safety of the

buried cables，pipelines and the other facilities because of the problems，i．e．pipeline leakage，deviation and

backfill subsidence commonly existing in the construction．On the basis of problem analysis and summing up

the practical experience，the article puts forward a series of technical gist in the construction of municipal

road water and wastewater pipelines，which can be referred for the similar projects．

Keywords：municipal road，water and wastewater pipelines,pipeline engineering,engineering construction,

technical gist

Tunnel Waterproof Drainage Construction Technology⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Li Hanzhong(242、

Abstract：According to Guangzhou Xunfenggang Parking Lot Tunnel Project,the article introduces the，躇一
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terproof principle mainly to block up the water and to combine the prevention，drainage，interception with the

blocking up so as to make the tunnel up to the objective of smooth drainage,waterproof reliability and rea—

sonable economy,which effectively solves the difficulties

better economical and social benefits．This construction tee

Keywords：tunnel engineering,waterpr00f plate

self-waterproof structure

of tunnel leakage and seepage，and achieves the

hnology can be referred for the similar projects．

construction,slurry pouring for blocking up water,

Treatment of Piping Caused by Exploration Hole of Foundation Pit⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Chen Lei(247)

Abstract：The piping case is found at the soil surface when the construction of a foundation pit in all area is

completed in an underground parking lot project．The water flow is medium with a little sand．It is a static

exploration hole after judgment．The piping point and the water lever are stabilized by setting the pipes，and

then the hole is not sealed until the large bedplate is completed．Finally。it is successfully treated．The rela-

tive experience can be referred for the similar projects．

Keyword&foundation pit,piping,rescue，exploration

Application of Glass Fiber Reinforced Plastic Sand Pipe in Water Supply Projects of Three Coastal Towns in Nanan

City ofFoian Province．．．··⋯⋯⋯．．．⋯···⋯·⋯··⋯···⋯·⋯··⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯···⋯⋯⋯·⋯···Cheng Sisheng(2511

Abstract：The article introduces the engineering situation of the large-diameter glass fiber reinforced plas—

tic sand pipe laid in the soft soil foundation in the water supply projects of the three coastal towns in Nanan

City of Fujian Province,and sets forth the technical requirements in the projects of glass fiber reinforced

plastic sand pipe from the aspects of pipe material specifications，pl‘pe interface form,groove excavation

form,cushion layer requirements，pipe laying,pipe trench backfill material choice，backfill scheme，com—

pactness requirements，deformation control and etc．The practical effect shows that the water supply projects
are excellently operated for two years with the reliable security．

Keywords：large-diameter glass fiber reinforced plastic sand pipe,soft soil foundation,water supply project,

installation,pipe specifications

Discussion on Quality Repair Scheme of Diaphragm WaⅡfor Large—sized Crossing-river Tunnel⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯

．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．．·．．．．．．···．．．．．··．．．．．··········．．．．．．···．·．．··········．．．．-．·················Chen Huifang(253、

Abstract：The article sets forth the quality problems and treatment scheme in the construction of the di-

aphragm wall for the large-sized crossing-fiver tunnel，and puts forward the relative preventive measures．

The relative experience can

Keywords：crossing-fiver

be referred for the similar projects．

tunnel,diaphragm wall,wall quality，repair scheme

13222 Elementary Discussion on Construction Quality Management of Municipal Highway Bridge Project。···-·

．．．．．．．．．．．．．．····．．．．⋯．·⋯············．．．⋯··························⋯··················⋯··········Huang Cuimei(257、

Abstract：With the continuous development of city construction and the increasing perfection of urban in—-

frastructures in China,the management of city construction is more highly required．It is especially impor-

tant how to apply and seek after a construction quality management mode and a quality assurance system for

the construction quality management control of municipal highway bridge project．On the basis of analyzing

the basic characteristics of municipal highway bridge engineering construction，the article discusses the

quality management of municipal highway bridge project in the aspects of controlling the construction field

quality and mastering the engineering quality inspection，which Call be referred for the similar projects．

Keywords：municipal highway bridge，construction engineering,quality management,quality control in—

spection

Analysis of Municipal Road Construction Coordination Management Zhang Hong(259)
Abstract：With the development of the times，the demand of the people is higher and higher for the life qual-

ity．The people focus the topic of road quality when traveling．In recent years，the urban construction devel—
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bad tra伍e accidents，which will bring the huge loss to the people and the state．In order to guarantee the mu—

nicipal road engineering quality，it must be to conform to the relative technical standard of road construction，

and strictly to control the construction technology．It is important and necessary to carry out the coordination

and cooperation among the specialties from the engineering technology to the construction management in or-

der to build t}le high quality and the high standard of the municipal roads．The article analyzes the existing

problems in the current construction coordination management,and discusses the significance and measures

of coordination management,which can be referred for the similar projects．

Keywords：municipal road，construction，coordination management significance，coordination management

Elementary Discussion ofEngineering Tendering Strategy and SkiH······························Zha Yongmei(261)

Abstract：At present,the construction market is faced with the higher and

and also the construction enterprises completely enter the low-profit times．

higher competition force in China,

In order to achieve the further in—

come growth and upgrade the comprehensive competitiveness of a construction enterprise，its ultimate source

of development is the winning percentage in the engineering bidding．Only winning the bidding,the develop—

ment of enterprise and the growth of its income can be possibly increasingly realized．Therefore，how to

achieve the larger winning percentage

further studied by an enterprise．The

referred for the similar projects．

Keywords：construction，engineering

of bidding becomes the issue mostly to be concerned and mostly to be

article discusses this issue，and puts forward some simple views to be

tendering,winning strategy of bidding．winning skill of bidding

Risk Analysis and Management Measures in Highway Engineering Bidding and Tendering Stages
。················’

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Fang Qijun(263)

Abstract：With the rapid development of engineering market,the competition is increasingly severe in the

building industry．Many engineering projects often fail because of the great risks．The management level of

the owners and the contractors will directly lie on the risk management of engineering bidding and tendering

stages．The activity result of the bidding and tendering stages will directly impact the following implementa—

tion of engineering projects．Therefore，the article points out to analyze the risk of bidding and tendering

stages and take the relevant management measures so as to avoid the risks，which are propitious to the con—

tractors for correctly quoting the price and

order to realize the project objective．

taking the efficient countermeasures and planning for the risks in

Keywords：highway engineering,bidding and tendering,risk analysis，management

Discussion on Investment Control of Investors in Construction Stage of Municipal BT Project····················。

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Tan Pengcheng(266)

Abstract：The article analyzes the characteristics of investment control in the construction stage of the mu—

nicipal engineering BT project from the angle of the investors．According to the present situation of the con—

ventional investment control of the investors in the construction stage,the article puts forward it is required to

make sure the contents and programs of investment control of the investors in the construction stage in order

to better realize the over-expected investment profit,and proposes some detail and efficient investment con’-

trol methods．

Keywords：BT pmjeel municipal engineering,investment control

Check and Ratification of Newly Added Non—contractual Price⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Liu Yan(269)

have the different levels of scheme variation and the adding of

almost all implemented large-scale projects
the non-contractual price．The article tries to

discuss the important contents of check and ratification work of the newly added non-contractual price，

which can be referred for the similar projects．

Keywords：engineering project,newly added price，check and ratification,financial supervision
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Analysis on Traffic Security Operation Management of Ordinary Freight in Shanghai and Its Improvement Measures

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Luo Shili(2711

Abstract：According to the comparison and analysis on the traffic security accident data of the ordinary

freight in Shanghai from 2006 to 2001，th

problems and the existing security danger

e article sums up the traffic security status，operation management
of the ordinary freight，introduces the relative international experi-

ence for treating and solving the relative problems of the developed countries，Europe and America,Japan
and etc．，and puts forward the improvement measures for the traffic security of ordinary freight in the aspect

of security operation management．

Keywords：ordinary freight of Shanghai，traffic security，operation management,improvement measures

STUDY oN SCmNCE＆TECHNoLoGY

Research on Treatment Technology for Rutting in Fenshuiguan Super-long Upslope Section of Ning_

bo-Taizhou-Wenzhou Expressway⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Yang Zhaohui，Wen Teng,Chen Zhetao(276)

Abstract：Through investigation and analysis，the causes of rutting in the super-long upslope section of Fen—

shuiguan in Ningho-Taizhou-Wenzhou Expressway have been found．Many treatment measures are taken to

evaluate the treatment effects of rutting．Also combined with the construction gist and the cost analysis of this

structural layer,the treatment technology for the rutting in the super-long upslope section is given．

Keywords：long upslope，rutting,treatment measures，Superpave-20

Study on Relationship of Horizontal Curve Radius and Transverse Force Coefficient ⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Yu Hua(280、

Abstract：On the basis of analyzing and studying the transverse force coefficient at home and abroad and ac-

cording to various radius curves and super-elevations collected from the typical highways，the article corn-

prehensively studies the comfort of passengers and the security of driving,preliminarily determines the valu-

ing standard of the transverse force coefficient

the transverse force coefficients corresponding

of highway，and then briefly calculates，analyzes and studies

to the limit minimum radius and the general minimum radius

as well as no—super—elevation minimum curve radius in the standard．

Keywords：transverse force coefficient,comfort,minimum radius

Evaluation ofInfrastructure for Slow Transit System⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯He Fan(282 1

Abstract：The slow transit is an important component of the urban transit system,and is one of the important

strategies of low-carbon transport．The users of slow transit put forward the requirements of security．comfort
and accessibility of t}le slow transit system．This paper presents the evaluation method and model of the in—

frastructure of slow transit system based on the above three evaluation indexes．The method of the user giving

marks and the expert evaluation is recommended to achieve the weights of evaluation indexes．The hierarchi—

cal weighted method is used to achieve the satisfaction of slow transit system users．The paper put forward

several proposals for the design of road infrastructure．

Keywords：slow transit system,infrastructure，security，comfort,accessibility，satisfaction

Study on Starting Quantity Optimization of Double Toll Channel Series of Toll Booths⋯⋯⋯Shi Yongchao(284)
Abstract：Based on the operation characteristics of double toil station and vehicle，the article analyzes the

operation cost of double toll station and the queue cost of drivers．On this basis，the starting quantity opti-

mization model of toll booths with the minimum total cost of the both is set uD．Then the average stop time and

the average waiting number of vehicles are solved by the model simulation of Matlab．The application process

of the model is realized by the practical cases．

Keywords：double toll channel,operation cost,queue cost,starting quantity of toll booths

Study on Fatigue Damage of Cable-stayed Bridge Based on Loading Investigation of Tragic Volume···············

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Wang Mingjun(287)
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Abstract：By the background of a cable—stayed bridge，and introducing the S-N curve based on the hot spot

stress，the article studies the fatigue damage of the structure under the action of heavy traffic．According to

the investigation of traffic volume，35 sample data of traffic volume are achieved．The typical fatigue vehicle

type and the vehicle load spectrum are given by the equivalent damage principle．The typical

structural details is calculated by Monte—-Carlo method and Miner linear damage BONTI．In order to study the

influence of heavy traffic，the article considers two situations of a certain proportion of overloads of various

fatigue vehicle types and the overload of only one vehicle type，and discusses the influence of heavy traffic on

the structural damage．The study result shows that the fatigue life of bridge satisfies the design requirement

according to the present forecast of traffic status．With the proportion increment of the overload vehicle quan-

tity in the total traffic

with the other vehicle

ously increased．

volume，the fatigue damage level of the components will rapidly increase．Compared

types，the damage level of more than 5-axis vehicle under the overload will be obvi—

Keywords：heavy traffic，fatigue load spectrum,Miner norm

Analysis and Research ori Space Performance of Partial Curved—．girder Cable—．stayed Bridge
··-··················

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Zhu Qinzhong,Wang Lixin，Gao Bo，Dai Jie(291)

Abstract：This paper comprehensively researches the mechanical properties of the partial curved-girder ca-

ble-stayed bridge by the special finite element model，and analyzes the influence of every loaded item on the

space structural behavior in the construction phase and the use phase．According to the mechanical charac-

teristics，this paper proposes the key points in the design process of the partial curved-girder cable-stayed

bridge，which can be referred for the design and analysis of the similar bridges．

Keywords：curved girder,partial cable-stayed bridge，space performance，analysis and research，design gist

Study on Space Stress Characteristic and Carrying Capacity of Butterfly Arch⋯Wu Pu，Hu Xinke，Xie Xu(295)

Abstract：Taking a practical butterfly steel arch bridge as an example，the article analyzes the stress and

deformation of the whole bridge by setting up the three-dimensional finite element model and applying the

elastic-plastic and geometric nonlinearity calculation method．According to the analysis on the maximum

deformed section at the arch top of small arch rib，the article the stability characteristic of the special—shaped

arch rib．The result shows that the partial unstability of arch rib will not play the control role for the limit

carrying capacity of the whole structure．By the comparison of the stresses of the large arch rib and the

suspender,and the character of deformation with the variation of loading coefficient,the data show that the

rigidity of suspender will more greatly influence the carrying capacity of structure．

Keywords：butterfly arch，calculation method，arch rib，suspender,stability，limit carrying capacity

Summarization of Steel Structure Stabilization·································Zhang Yongkang,Gao Xiaoming(299、

Abstract：The article sums up the characteristic and classification of the stabilization in the design of steel

structure．and introduces the calculation method and specifications of the overall stabilitv of stressed

component and the bended component of the axis．The relative experience cail be referred for the similar

projects．

Keywords：steel structure，stressed component of axis，bended component,overall stability,particle stability

Analysis ofInfluence Factor on Result of Grain Analysis Test⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Liu Xueqin(304)

Abstract：The grain analysis test is one of the important contents in the engineering survey soil test．The

accuracy and reliability of its test result are influenced by many factors．Aiming at the grain analysis test by

the common densitometer method(A)(including test sieving method)，the article compares and analyzes the

influences of densitometer,analysis sieve，graduate，sampling quality,dissolving salt,soaking time,

temperature，

Keywords：

dispersant and etc．on the test result from two aspects of the test equipment and test process．

grain analysis test,densitometer method，test sieving method，influence factor
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Discussion on Minimum Thickness of Bedrock Bearing Stratum below End of Socketed Pile ⋯Liu Fudong(306)

Abstract：Aiming at the strong weathered rock usually existing below the bearing stratum of bedrock，there is

no definite stipulation for the minimum thickness of bedrock bearing stratum below the end of socketed pih

in the current standard．According to the practical cases。the article checks and calculates the minimum

￡Ilickness of the different end resistance bearing ratios by the theoretical calculation and numerical simulation

modes。and analyzes the minimum thickness of bearing stramm under the different rock strengths and the

influence of underlying stratum below the strong weathered rock on its thickness．

Keywords：socketed pile，minimum thickness of bedrock bearing stratum,unded)ring stratum below strong

weathered rock

Elementary Analysis on Measurement Uncertainty of Tensile Test Results of Steel Products⋯Huang Jingfu(3 10)

Abstract：The article anal)7zes and discusses the influence of three factors，i．e．sectional area,tensile test

force and numerical rounding on the measurement uncertainty of tensile strength test result of steel products．

Keywords：tensile sⅡength，inclusion factor,weight,uncertainty

Study on Nitrogen Removal Potential of Oxidation Ditch Technology to Treat Low-carbon Sewage
t·················

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Li Zhen，Jiang Lingyan，Lv Yan,Hu Qiyuan，Yao Zheng(312)
Abstract：This Paper studies the nitrogen removal potential of the anaerobic—oxidation ditch technology

to treat the low-carbon sewage from the towns．According to the test and analysis of the denitrification

potential to the influent and the anaerobic mixed liquid，the article sets forth that the particulate degradable

component is mainly from the nitrogen removal carbon source，and opens out the significance of endogenous

denitrification in the nitrogen removal process of low-carbon sewage．

Keywords：denitrification potential，oxidation ditch，endogenous denitrification，nitrogen removal and

phosphorus removal

APPLICATION OF ACHIEVEMENTS

Study and Application of RTK Technology of Single Base Station Based on GPRS⋯⋯⋯⋯Yao Longlong(317)
Abstract： Combined with the characteristics of the engineering survey，the article sums up the deftciency in

the practical application of urban CORS system,proposes to build up RTK system of single base station

based on GPRS and introduces the solution method to realize the real-time field use acquisition results，and

the verification and promotion of the application cases．

Keywords：GPRS，single-base-station RTK,engineering survey,coordinate elevation transforming parameters

Application of Non—nuclear Density Gauge in Road Engineering⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Lin Chunmei。Pan rang(322)

Abstract：The non-nuclear density gauge is used to test the temperature segregation for the compaction

quality of asphalt surface layer．The non-nuclear density gauge is used fast and nondestructively to quantify

and test the density variation of asphalt concrete pavement to CalTy out the dynamic control and evaluation of

construction quality．The article analyzes the transverse and longitudinal heterogeneities of asphalt concrete

pavement and its causes，and also studies the influence of temperature on the uniformity of asphalt concrete

pavement．The result shows that the temperature does not obviously influence the heterogeneity if only above

the compaction temperature．

Keywords：road engineering,temperature segregation，non-nuclear density gauge，degree of compaction

Application of Low-noise Porous Asphalt Pavement in Municipal Roads of Hot and Humid Area·············-····

．·．．．．．．··．．．．．···．．．．····．．．····．．．·····．．······-······．··························．．·················Xu Bo,Fu Chunxiu(326)

Abstract：This paper introduces the application of low-noise porous asphalt pavement in the municipal roads

of hot and humid area from the aspects of the raw material selection，mixture mixing ratio design，construction

control the points for attention and maintenance management in a constructed low-noise porous asphalt
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pavement project of Shenzhen．ne practice shows that the low-noise porous asphalt pavement can greatly

improve the driving security,drain off water and reduce the city heat island effect with the very applicable

prospect in the southerrt hot and humid areas．This technology used in the hot and humid area can mainly

solve two great problems of water stability and thermal stability of low-noise porous asphalt pavement．And

the use of high viscosity modified asphalt and the determination of its technical indexes are the key to

guarantee the stability of this technology．Also it is necessary to further strengthen the regional study of

material technology index for the southern hot and humid areas．

Keywords：

ratio design，

low—noise porous asphalt pavement,hot and humid area,hi．gh viscosity modified

construction control

Application of HJ【gh—performance Concrete in Viaduct

asphalt,mixing

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Li Xianchao．Wu Erfa(332)

Abstract：The service life of bridge structure is clearly required in the current standards．The durability

design of bridge structure has become the key point．r11Ile hi曲一performance concrete is the important

meastires to ensure the structure durability．The article sets forth the signification of durability design in the

design of a main trunk viaduct of Guiyang City，the selection of concrete grade of the main structures，and the

design of the main beam and the bridge piers according to the high-performance concrete，which can be

referred for the application of high—-performance concrete in the bridge structures．

Keywords： high-performance concrete,viaduet，application，service life,durability,Guiyang City

Application of Skeleton Lattice Beam and Three——dimensional Net Spray Planting Grass Technology············

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Chen Xiaojuan(335)

Abstract：A municipal road and its supporting engineering project of Luogang Center are located within

Guangzhou Scientific City．The design requirement is the first-class highway and three high slopes are

constructed along the highway．According to the design requirements，the slope protection is used by the

method of concrete skeleton lattice beam and three-dimensional net spray planting grass．The

three—dimensional net spray planting grass is a new technology of greening on the pure rock slope．The article

focuses introduction on the fabrication and installation of the prefabricated skeleton lattice beam and the

technology of three—dimensional net spray planting grass，which can be referred for the similar projects．

Keywords：slope protection，skeleton lattice beam,three-dimensional net spray planting grass

Analysis on Application Effect of Scattering Imaging Method in Grouting Quality Detection of Pre—‘stressed Structure

bv Post—tensioning Process⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Li Bin，Wang Cheng(337)

Abstract：The article introduces the application of scattering imaging method in the grouting quality detec—‘

tion of pre—stressed structure by post-tensioning process．The grouting quality of pre—stressed structure is

one of the factors to determine the bridge durability．The grouting material，steel strand and pre-stressed

structure are composed of the muhiphase composite system of heterostructure materials to form the extremely

complex inner structure with the very difficult detection．In recent years，several pre—stressed structure grout—

ing quality detection methods，i．e．radar method，impact echo method and sonic wave scattering imaging

method are developed at home and abroad．Aiming at the characteristics of the cast-in-situ beam in a project

of Guizhou Province and the higher requirement of detection accuracy，the beam is detected by the sonic

wave scattering imaging method，and the partial areas are carried out of breaking verification．The application

effect shows that the sonic wave scattering technology has the greater practical significance in the engineering

nondestructive testing field of fine structure．

Keywords：scattering imaging,grouting of pre—stressed structure，grouting quality detection of pre—stressed

structure，application

THE RELATⅣE SPECIALITIES

Application ofWavelet Analysis in Earthquake Engineering·······-····························Zheng Yongyang(340)
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Abstract：The continuous and

stochastic process，and make it

tic process into a localized orth

scattering wavelet transformation is used to analyze,identify and simulate the

be characterized．’nle wavelet transformation is used to transform the stochas—

ogonal basis function，which can provide a convenient method to simulate,an—-

alyze and emulate an unstable state process．The time domain and frequency domain of wavelet transforma．．

tion are analyzed to make the character of instant signal given by time—-frequency chart become possible,but
the traditional method can not do it．The wavelet analysis is found able to apply ih many domains in tlle short

history of its development．The article briefly discusses the application of the continuous and scattering

wavelet transformation to analyze the development status of mathematical signal．and also introduces some

methods to identify and characterize the instant stochastic process of earthquake engineering．

Keywords：wavelet，earthquake，engineering

Calculation of Capacitance Compensation Capacity of High-voltage Single—-stage Centrifugal Blower·········．-．．．．

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Liang Rongxin(342、
Abstract：The article introduces the calculation method of capacitance compensation capacity of high—voh—

age single—stage centrifugal blower．According to the characteristic analysis of single—stage centrifugal blow—

er,the article gives the practical capacitance compensation capacity of high-voltage single—-stage centrifugal
blower and determines several strong—points to be grasped in the projects so as to ensure the practical energy

conservation effect archived by the capacitance compensation for blower．

Keywords： single—stage centrifugal blower,high—voltage capacitance compensation，energy conservation

Summarization Oh Design of Jingguang Road㈣Tunnel in Zhengzhou City ⋯Li Xuandong,Shen Guochao(344)

Abstract：Jinggnang Road(N)Tunnel in Zhengzhou City is an important component of Jingguang Expressway

System．The article mainly introduces the supporting of foundation pit,and the design of the main structures

and the operation system,and sums up the characteristics of engineering design of this project,which can be

referred for the design of the similar projects．

Keywords：tunnel，supposing,structure，design，system

Proposal and Application of a New Judging Standard of Tunnel Engineering Wall Rock Stability⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯WangYuwen，Li Ningjun(348)
Abstract：According to the practices of tunnel engineering monitor measurement of Guangdong—Guang函
Expressway Lianhuan Section and Jiyuan—Jincheng Expressway，the article puts forward the method of using

the displacement change rate and combining the geological and supposing information to judge the stability

of wall rock and instruct the construction，and introduces its application in three aspects of modifying the

grade of wall rock，changing the construction method and forecasting the coHapse danger

Keywords：tunnel，stability of wall rock，judging standard，application，forecast of conapse

Elementary Analysis Oh Causes and Prevention of Tunnel Lining Concrete Crack⋯He Zhigang,Tan Chao(35 1)
Abstract：The lining concrete crack has the greater impact on the construction quality in the tunnel ehgi—

neering construction．Therefore，

cracks by the practical cases in

referred for the similar project．

the article puts forward the

order to improve the tunnel

preventive measures for the cause of concrete

engineering construction

Keywords：tunnel engineering,lining concrete，concrete crack．preventive measures

quality，which can be

Repairing Technology of Rotary Joint of Cutter Center for Earth Pressure Balanced Shield⋯⋯⋯Lao Yibin(354)

Abstract：According to a existing repair of a shield machine and the repair problem of this rotary ioint of its

center,the article studies the characteristics of this component,analyzes the damage status，discusses the re---

pmr economy and puts forward the improvement scheme．It is significantly to implement this repair work for

ensuring the shield machine to be smoothly tunneled in the next tunnel．

Keywords：earth pressure balanced shield，rotary joint of cutter center,shield repair
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Design of Dissymmetrical Underground Structures Reserved for Shield Tunneling⋯⋯⋯Hua Zhongliang(357)
Abstract：It is required to reserve the enough implementation condition for the rail traflqc shield obliquely

tunneling the lower of the area in later period during the implementation of a section for Shanghai East—West

Passage Project．The article systematically sets forth and studies the designs of the new dissymmetrical build—

ing envelope and inner structure used for the deep foundation pit of the underground structure in this section．

which can be referred for the similar projects．

Keywords：shield tunneling,dissymmetrical building envelope，deep foundation pit,design

Application of RC Column-Steel Beam Structure in Sludge Treatment Plant⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Xu Yi(360)

Abstract：The RC column—steel beam structure is a RC column as a vertical component and the lightweight

steel beam is used as the structure type of roof．It differs from the portal framed structure and also from the

RC framed structure．Combined with analysis gist of the structure，the paper discusses the key structures and

compares its economies，and studies the application of RC column steel beam structure in the sludge treat—

ment plant．

Keywords：RC column steel beam,portal frame．plant structure

AElementary Discussion on Design Application of Engineering Tunnel in Municipal Engineering··················

⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯·⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯·⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯·Deng Huihan(362、

Abstract：According to the summarization，development application and superiority of the engineering tun-

nel,the article sets forth the development tendency of the engineering tunnel for the construction moderniza-

tion of municipal infrastructures，and for the intensification and intelligence of municipal pipelines，and its

important promoting role in the construction of the urban infrastructures．According to the design and con-

struetion cases of the engineering tunnels in Huaxia Road，Guangming New Area,Shenzhen City and in the

ceramic culture creative area of Jingdezhen City，the article sums up the design gist and difficulties of the en-

gineering tunnels，analyzes the restraint factors and the main problems existing in the engineering tunnel，and

puts forward the proposals for its development．

Keywords：underground development space，engineering tunnel，pipeline intensification，intelligence，Shen-

zhen City

Discussion on Several Problems of Earthwork Engineering for Construction Land⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Yang Yukui(366)

Abstract：The earthwork engineering is a problem having to be met in the course of city construction and

development．How to implement the earthwork engineering beuer is the problem to be concerned by the peo-

pie．The article discusses the maUers for attention in the earthwork engineering from the different factors to

influence the earthwork engineering,which can be referred for the similar projects．

Keywords：earthwork engineering,earthwork calculation，site leveling,loosing coefficient,earthwork balance

Elementary Analysis on Structural Design of Heating Thermal Container Steel Reinforced Concrete Anaerobic Fe卜

mentation Tank⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯⋯Zheng Zhonghua(370)

Abstract：Taking the structural design of a heating thermal container anaerobic fermentation tank in a

garbage disposal plant as an example，the article briefly discusses the structural design method and design

gist of the container-type anaerobic fermentation tank，and puts forward several proposals of structural design

according to the characteristics of fermentation tank．

Keywords：container-type anaerobic fermentation tank，structural design，heating,thermal insulation，COITO--

sion resistance，impermeability
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Exploration and Practice of Education and Training of Employees in Project Management Company·-·············

···············································································································GU Fangshu(374、
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Abstract：The carrying out of the education and training of employees is necessarily required to improve the

overall quality of employee team and to adapt the sustaining development of enterprise．According to the hu—

man resource management characteristics of construction engineering project management company,the arti—-

cle preliminarily discusses how to carry out the education and training of employees，and introduces some de-

tail methods and practical cases to caiTy out the education and training,which can be referred for the similar

companies．

Keywords：human recourse management,education and training,exploration and practice
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